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Key Facts:
Company: Italteleco
Website: www.italteleco.it
Description: Italteleco is an Italian
engineering services company
focusing on 3D modeling, laser
scanning, pressure system
design, maintenance and electroinstrumental systems.

Italteleco Executes a Digital Refinery Project
with Hexagon Solutions
Identifying Goals
Italteleco, an Italian engineering services company, was hired by an owner operator
to digitalize its existing oil refinery in Italy. The project’s goal was to digitalize asbuilt facility documentation to improve and optimize the plant turnaround process
for critical refinery units. This included:

Employees: 86

• Reducing the time needed for turnaround planning and execution

Industry: Petrochemical

• Optimizing piping replacements

Country: Italy

• Eliminating field adjustments when replacing piping

Products Used:

• Improving materials and spare parts management

• CADWorx Plant Professional

• Enhancing field personnel safety

• Leica Cyclone

• Ability to simulate critical activities

®

• Leica Cloudworx

• Efficiently identifying ‘hot’ tie-in points in the facility

Key Benefits:
• Reducing the time needed to
deliver as-built facility models
• More accurate and easier creation
of intelligent 3D models
• Cost-effective solution for
digitalization of critical facility
documentation and data

This digital refinery project was part of the Italian Industria 4.0 initiative, where
the government provides financial support for organizations that are willing to
digitalize processes and assets.

Overcoming Challenges
The state of the existing documentation was one of the key challenges for the
project. The facility was about 40 years old, with different piping specifications
scattered throughout it. Other engineering companies had executed work during
the plant’s lifetime, using diverse specifications in conjunction with various design
and engineering solutions. “The starting point of the project was challenging – we
basically found a collage of different piping specifications across the facility,”
Giuseppe Manca, Technical Manager at Italteleco, said.

Having different piping specifications made the
development of intelligent 3D models of the unit difficult
and the creation of as-built information for the facility a
challenge.

Realizing Results
The digital refinery project started in 2016 and Italteleco
began the first as-built model creation in 2017. The first
focus of the project was the critical units of the major
production and conversion facilities on-site. The refinery
consists of around 50 units, including 11 that are essential
for production.
Italteleco chose Hexagon’s CADWorx Plant Professional,
Leica Cyclone and Leica Cloudworx for the project
because of the cost-effectiveness and interoperability
of the solutions. “Using CADWorx together with Leica
solutions enabled us to model something very complex
– a full refinery unit – without the price and complexity
of some of the other CAD solutions,” Mr. Roberto Monni,
CEO at Italteleco, said.
The project’s first step was to rationalize and standardize
the specifications used across the facility so intelligent
3D piping models of the 11 critical units could be created.
The project started by executing a laser scan survey of
the facility to obtain a point cloud using Leica RTC360.
Leica Cyclone was then used to process the point cloud
and transpose this into the plant coordinate system.
Next, CADWorx Specification Editor was used to create
accurate and complete piping specifications to include
all the necessary information found to be missing from
the original documentation, such as certain types of
components, piping thicknesses etc. All the components
had now the materials codes for the SAP environment
the refinery uses for materials management, meaning
that the bills of materials created directly from the
CADWorx 3D models contained the SAP correct codes.
The second step was to begin modeling the actual piping
in CADWorx Plant Professional. Using P&IDs to retrieve
information – such as piping specs by a line number –
every pipeline was modeled as a single model. The piping
models were created by digitizing different points on
the piping in the point cloud. This enabled the pipeline
routing and centerline to be accurately mapped, before
pipe and piping components were placed on this to route
the complete 3D pipeline.

The 3D model perfectly matches the point cloud in this view of an
atmospheric distillation unit.

Italteleco created a single model for every pipeline and
a single model for every rotating and static equipment,
focusing on nozzle positions and ratings. Other parts,
such as roads, buildings and piping racks, were also
modeled using a combination of the tools and features
available in Leica CloudWorx and CADWorx Plant
Professional.
The combination of the 3D model and point cloud was
also used to perform dynamic clash checks, for example,
to simulate lifting and positioning of equipment and
verify any possible clashes. The 3D models were also
integrated with Primavera for turnaround schedule
management and simulation. These integrations allowed
the client to optimize the entire piping replacement
process.
After creating the intelligent as-built models, Italteleco
used Navisworks to assemble all the single models
into a whole unit model in a single environment. Next,
customer plug-ins were created to provide the client
with a maintenance operations and shutdown planning
portal in the 3D environment. Using this portal, the client
could automate the materials management needed for
maintenance and shutdowns by interfacing the 3D model
information with SAP. The automated calculation of bill
of materials lowered the error rate by 30% compared to
manual work processes.
The combination of executing laser scan surveys and
creating intelligent 3D models based on the point cloud
data enabled Italteleco to help its client automate many
activities – from automatic identification and mapping

Using CADWorx in combination with Leica solutions helped us to significantly
reduce the time needed for creating the as-built documentation
of the facility.”
Giuseppe Manca
Technical Manager
Italteleco
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A detailed view of the point cloud near the heat exchangers section.

of corrosion monitoring locations (CMLs) to turnaround
piping replacement activities. “Using CADWorx
in combination with Leica solutions helped us to
significantly reduce the time needed for creating the asbuilt documentation of the facility,” Mr. Manca explained.
Previously, without intelligent 3D models, most of
the work had to be done manually: “We would send
personnel to the actual facility to manually check the
piping components. Any items that needed replacement
were highlighted in the paper documentation, which was
provided to the office operator, who had to manually
calculate material quantities. Now, all the information
is available in the 3D environment and everything is
automatically associated – you know exactly what is
needed for any replacement activity,” he added.
Using laser scan technology also drastically improved the
accuracy of the documentation. Mr. Manca concluded:
“With laser scan, the error is maximum 3 mm per pipeline
– absolutely nothing when compared to manual checks!”

Moving Forward
“Italteleco has finished scanning and remodeling five
of the 11 critical units and the work will continue in the
future. Mr. Manca stated: “We are also in the process
of contacting our other clients to provide them with
digitalization services – with the lessons learned from
this project and the unique combination of software,
we can help more organizations to get started in the
digitalization of their facility documentation.”

Using CADWorx together with
Leica solutions enabled us to
model something very complex –
a full refinery unit – without the
price and complexity of some of
the other CAD solutions.”
Roberto Monni
CEO
Italteleco

The finished model as viewed on Insight3D, a WEB tool developed by Italteleco for the visualization and
management of complex 3D models.
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Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor, software and autonomous technologies.
We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial, manufacturing,
infrastructure, public sector, and mobility applications.
Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems to become increasingly connected and
autonomous – ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.
Hexagon’s PPM division empowers its clients to transform unstructured information into a smart digital asset
to visualize, build and manage structures and facilities of all complexities, ensuring safe and efficient operation
throughout the entire lifecycle.
Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of
approximately 3.8bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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